BACKYARD COOLER
STATION PLANS
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WARNING
• To reduce the risk of injury, follow all warnings and instructions provided herein and in all tool instruction manuals you use.
• Sand and smooth all edges to avoid injuries due to splinters or rough edges.
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MATERIALS & TOOLS

MATERIALS

TOOLS

• Twelve (12) 1"x3"x10' select pine

• V20* Cordless 18ga. Brad Nailer Kit

• Six (6) 1"x3"x6' select pine

• V20* Cordless Mitre Saw

• One (1) 24" continuous hinge

• Multi-bit screwdriver

• 1 handle

• Random orbital sander

• Wood glue

• V20* Cordless Drill & Driver Kit

• 1¼" 18ga. brad nails

• V20* Cordless Jigsaw

• 80 and 120 grit sandpaper, for orbital sander

• Tape measure

• One (1) cooler (exact dimensions and design may vary)
• One (1) wall-mounted bottle opener (optional)
• Hacksaw
• Glue gun

WARNING
Prior to starting, ensure to read all steps for this build and have your safety equipment ready,
including ear protection, safety glasses, gloves, and a respirator.
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CUT LIST – 1 OF 2
PARTS REQUIRED

PIECES NEEDED

LENGTH

• Top surface front and back boards

2

3'

• Horizontal shelf brace (lower, mid and top)

6

2' 10"

10' PINE BOARDS

• Lower shelf board supports (1 pc ripped down in half along length)

2' 8½"

• Cooler board support boards (1 pc ripped down in half along length)

1' 7½"

• Bottom shelf boards

13

1' 1½"

• Horizontal side self-braces (right side horizontal brace’s + bottom L)

4

1' 1½"

• Middle shelf boards

4

1' 1½"

• Middle braces

2

1' 1½"

• Middle shelf board to be cut down to width

1

1' 1½"

• Privacy boards #1

17

1' 1"

• Privacy boards #2

8

1' 1"

• R-side privacy board

2

1' 1"

• Cut piece Step 02 privacy wall (cut to 1¾” W +-)

2

1' 1"
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CUT LIST – 2 OF 2
PARTS REQUIRED

PIECES NEEDED

LENGTH

• Top lid boards

7

1'

• Top surface boards

6

1'

• Side horizontal brace (right side horizontal brace x2)

2

1'

• Sides of lid

2

1'

• Top lid board, cut down to (2” W +-)

1

1'

• Top surface board, cut at (2” W +-)

1

1'

• Top surface board supports

2

10¾"

• Middle shelf brace (cut in half down the length)

2

10¾"

• Middle vertical mullion

2

8"

• Cooler support boards

3

1'

• Face legs (front and back) ¼"

4

2' 11"

• Side legs (left and right side) ¼"

2

2' 11"

10' PINE BOARDS

6' PINE BOARDS

• Thickness ¾"
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STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS – 1 OF 5
STEP 01

STEP 02

2' 6½"

Glue and nail

Glue and nail

Glue and nail

Glue and nail

1' 3/16"

STEP 03

Glue and nail all

Cut piece might
need fine
adjustments

8"

Glue and nail all

1' 3¾"
Glue and nail
Glue and nail

Step 03 is the same but flip the
process so that the privacy walls
are mirrored to each other

4"
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STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS – 2 OF 5
STEP 04
Place both sides,
mirrored together,
and nail in side
braces

1'
Glue and nail
both sides

STEP 05
Glue and nail
both sides

STEP 06
Glue and nail side
privacy pieces,
top and bottom.
Cut piece may
need adjustment

Glue and nail
middle privacy
brace, both ends

Glue and nail
middle privacy
brace, both ends

1' 1½"

Glue and nail
both sides
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STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS – 3 OF 5
STEP 07

STEP 08

Glue and nail
privacy pieces
(cut piece
may need
adjustment)

STEP 09

Glue and
nail last of
the side braces
top, middle and
bottom

Glue in shelf supports
both sides
NOTE: Use scrap piece to set
the supports ¾" down from
top of horizontal braces;
that way, the finished boards
will be flush

Glue in shelf supports
both sides
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STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS – 4 OF 5
STEP 10

STEP 11

STEP 12

NOTE: Cooler dimensions
vary; in my case I
needed 11¾" down from
top to top of braces

Glue and nail
shelf boards

Glue and nail
shelf boards

Glue and nail
cooler support
boards

NOTE: Keep flush
with inside of
privacy boards;
you should have
¼" overhang on
the face and ends
of the legs

Glue and nail top
front and front trim

Glue and nail on
top surface board
supports, both sides

Glue and nail support
board braces
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STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS – 5 OF 5
STEP 13

STEP 14
Glue and nail
1st

Glue and nail both
sides of lid to one
of the lid faces

Glue and nail last
face board of lid after
all the other boards have
been nailed to opposite
face board

Glue and nail 2nd

Infill, glue and nail;
small cut piece may need
adjustment to fit
Glue and nail 3rd

Glue and nail middle
lid boards through
face board

STEP 15
Glue and nail middle
mullion, both sides;
make sure they are
flush to the middle
privacy boards
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NOTES & TIPS
• Designs may vary depending on cooler size. The cooler referenced in the plan measures 19⅜" W x 11" D x 12” H.
• Make sure the top of the bottom section of the cooler clears the top of the cooler station. That will ensure the lid will seal once closed.
• For increased stability, screw the cooler lid to the wood lid of the station. Additionally, screw the body of the cooler to the wood structure
from below to eliminate movement. Ensure the screw lengths are appropriate to the thickness of the cooler, plus the wood part
of the station – don’t puncture the finished surfaces!

• Some coolers may have a drain hole on the bottom side of the cooler. If that is the case, drill a small hole in the side of the cooler station
to install a drain.

• When nailing on the boards that have been cut in half, make sure you install with the “factory edge” uncut side up.
• Before nailing the support pieces, which are cut in half, use a scrap piece of material to set the depth.
• Use a hacksaw to cut the continuous hinge down to size.
‣ Close the hinge and face the round knuckle away from your body. Use a work surface and clamp to hold the piece down firmly.
Cut into the joint of the knuckle closest to the measurement.

• When installing the continuous hinge, a glue gun is useful. Make sure there’s enough room for the actual cooler lid to fit in when aligning
the station top. With two dabs of glue on each end, align the hinge on the wood lid and press it into place. Hold down until the glue cools.
With two more dabs on the opposite side, place the lid on top of the cooler station. Make sure the lid overhang measures equally around

• You can use painter’s tape to pre-mark the aligned door in place before gluing. That will make gluing the lid down easier and less rushed.
• Use the glue gun again to set the cooler lid to the cooler station lid. Put the lid on the cooler and then place two big dabs of hot glue on
each side of the cooler lid top. Then close the cooler station lid and wait for the glue to cool. Open it up and then install screws to
fasten it to the station lid permanently.

CREDIT
Chris Milton – @modernmilt
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